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The three rules of econometrics: 

 

Test, test & test 

 

The three types of test 

 

General tests 

 Model fit, specification tests 

 e.g. R-sq, RESET tests 

 

Specific statistical tests 

 e.g. if your estimator assumes normality, IV related tests 

 

Tests of theory 

 e.g. restrictions on coefficients 

 

Don‟t forget joint tests: testparm x1 x2 x3 

 

The three things to do 

Understand the null & the alternative hypothesis 

What is the decision & the interpretation? 

Make that 100% clear to the reader. 
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Checking and cleaning your data 

 

or “Garbage in, garbage out” 

 

Check the distribution of every variable 

 

Graph it, tabulate it, summarize it 

 

Summarize myvar , de 

 

Investigate dodgy values & outliers 

 

With new/transformed variables verify that you have what 

you think have 

 

Your commands for cleaning, checking & modelling must be 

in a file e.g. a Stata “do file” 

 

 Not interactively  

 

Keep logs of your output 
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Describing your data 

At least a page describing where the data comes from, how it 

was collected, the sampling frame etc, use of weights, issues 

of reliability  

  

Sources 

Time series databases 

Data archives 

 

Descriptive statistics 

Means & standard deviations 

What units? 

Correlations? 

 

Transformations and manipulations 

New variables 

Logs & lags 

Deflators 

 

Missing data 

What did you do about it? 

Could this be a problem? 
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Presenting empirical work in your thesis 

 

Investigate your stats software‟s capabilities 

 

Stata has several specific features: 

 Outreg2   

 esttab   

 

esttab is the most sophisticated but outreg2 fine 

 

Multiple equation models can be messy 

 

Do not show coefficients to 10 decimal places 

 

Choose sensible names for variables 

 

-not “gender”, “lnrealfaminc” “_Imarital_3” 

 

Use Courier, a fixed format font if copying numbers from 

one document to another 
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Alternatively copy from log file to Excel spreadsheet for 

tidying up 

 

You need an editor (like Textpad) that can extract columns 

of text 
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Three steps to Heaven 

1. Take a good journal 

2. Find an empirical paper 

3. Do what they do 

 

 

Outreg: basics 

 

global outfile “results1.xls” 

regress y x1  

outreg using $outfile 

regress y x1 x2  

outreg using $outfile, append 

 

There are numerous options. I suggest 

 

outreg using $outfile , bdec(3) bracket 
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Globals etc 

I recommend the use of globals. It saves time & reduces 

error. E.g. if all your models have a basic set of controls or 

there is a condition you use. Locals are similar. 

 

global controls “ x3 x4 x5 x6” 

global instr      “ z1 z2” 

global cond1 “ if country==1, r” 

 

regress y1 y2                 $controls $cond1 

ivreg    y1 (y2=$instr)  $controls $cond1 

 

 

It is generally best to use the same sample for all models so 

they are comparable. 

 

quietly regress y x1 x2 x3 x4 

keep if e(sample) 

regress y x1 x2 

regress y      x2 x3 

regress y x1 x2 x3 x4 

 

Put comments in your do file explaining what you are doing 

 Otherwise you will forget 
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Do-files: keep them neat & structured 
 

* ***** Education and Earnings ***** 

*           Joe Soap February 2009         * 

clear 

set mem 20m 

log using mylogfile , t               /* so my log file is a text file */ 

use mydata.dta 

keep  wages education ses children county ecstat iq pweight maritals /* 

    */  yearbirth monthbirth hours 

drop if country==3                              /* No French please */ 

 

* ***Missing values*** 

replace education=. if education >= 98 

replace children=0   if children <=0 

recode hours (999=.) 

 

* ***Transformations*** 

gen hises=. 

replace hises=0 if ses <=3  & ses~=.  /* 3 is Oblonsky‟s cut off */ 

replace hises=1 if ses >3 & ses~=.  

gen age=1994-yearbirth                      /* 1994 is year of survey */ 

gen agesq=age^2 

gen logwage=log(wages/hours)          /* log hourly wages */ 

 

global controls “ hises age agesq i.county“ 

* kdensity logwage , norm  

* ***Models*** 

xi:reg logwage education    $controls 

testparm age agesq 

xi:reg logwage education iq $controls 

 

di c(current_time) 

di c(current_date) 

close log 

* ***** End ***** 
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Three types of models 

 

1. Standard “reduced form” 

2. Structural 

3. Semi-structural 

 

“Reduced form” is a model with only the exogenous 

variables on the RHS, the endogenous vars have been 

solved out. 

 

It is used more loosely to describe ad hoc models where 

there is little or no underlying model (aka “kitchen-sink 

model”) 

 

“Structural model” is where all the parameters are 

“deep”- they come from utility functions, production 

functions etc & there is an explicit optimizing model 

 

“Semi-structural” is where you have some deep 

parameters in the model but not all. IV estimation is 

often an example of this. 
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Denny,Doyle American Journal of Political Science 2009 
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Structural models 

 

Simple exchange rate model (Denny‟01, Thom „95) 

 
 

This gives a model: 

 
The ‟s are not intrinsically interesting. 

Estimate the structural parameters directly (NLS) or 

“Back out”         "                "     from a linear model 

 

Remember we want the standard errors too so use nlcom 

 

regress y x1 x2 x3 

 

nlcom _b[x2]*_b[x3] 
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Output from non-linear LS 

 

 
 

 

Estimating non-linear models is now easy in Stata 

  

nl (y = {alpha} + {beta}*x^{gamma=1}) 

 

y  = a + b.x
g
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Semi-structural 

 
(1) i + +' uSy iii X  

(2) iii vS 'Z   

 
Table 2:  Estimated Schooling and Earnings Functions  

 OLS  OLS  IV  

 Earnings  Schooling  

Earnings 

 

 Co-Eff. Std.Err. Co-Eff. Std.Err. Co-Eff. Std.Err. 

Years of Schooling 0.080 0.006 -- -- 0.143 0.028 

Parental Class 2 (= Admin/Clerical) -0.027 0.065 -0.142 0.368 0.002 0.059 

Parental Class 3 (= Other Non-Manual) -0.084 0.057 -1.052 0.319 -0.012 0.058 

Parental Class 4 (= Skilled Manual) -0.130 0.054 -2.699 0.294 0.010 0.076 

Parental Class 5 (= Semi-Skilled Manual) -0.118 0.057 -3.233 0.320 0.052 0.089 

Parental Class 6 (= Unskilled Manual) -0.148 0.058 -3.734 0.301 0.052 0.099 

Parental Class 1 * No Fees -- -- -0.952 0.581 -- -- 

Parental Class 2 * No Fees -- -- -1.051 0.650 -- -- 

Parental Class 3 * No Fees -- -- -0.015 0.538 -- -- 

Parental Class 4 * No Fees -- -- 1.402 0.496 -- -- 

Parental Class 5 * No Fees -- -- 1.600 0.541 -- -- 

Parental Class 6 * No Fees -- -- 1.742 0.520 -- -- 

Constant -1.773 0.526 17.209 2.815 -2.852 0.699 

County dummies Yes  Yes  Yes  

N 1157  1157  1157  

R2
 0.515  0.237  0.444  

ver-identification
2
     (p-value)     1.921 

(0.860) 

 

Exogeneity: F test (p-value)     6.232 

(0.013) 

 

Note:  Controls for birth cohort, marital status, union status and urban residence also included. 

From Denny, Harmon 2001 

 

If you are using a more sophisticated estimator (e.g non-

linear rather than linear, IV rather than OLS) you need to 

show the simple one also for comparison. 
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What coefficients to present 

 

In linear models, the coefficients give you the marginal 

effect [ dy/dx] 

 

In any other model they don‟t i.e. in limited dependent 

variable models like probit, count data etc 

 

The probit, logit coefficients will tell you the sign of the 

effect but not the size 

 

Stata can calculate marginal effects for these models 

 

 mfx           (Stata‟s original routine) 

 margeff     (Downloadable, Bartus) 

 margins    (new Stata command, v. useful) 

 

Be patient, it can take time 

 

See appendix 
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Graphs 

 

Graphs are an excellent way to present information. 

 

Discrete : twoway histogram visits , by(male) 

 

Continuous univariate: kdensity wages 

 

Continuous bivariate: lowess, local polynomial 

 

Twoway scatter yvar xvar , title(“My title”) 

 

Also running, mrunning, autosmoo 

 

Examples in help files are good 

 

Titles, legends,labels are important 

 

Stata‟s graph editor is pretty good 

 
 

 

ooOoo 
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Further resources 

 

A Visual Guide to Stata Graphics M. Mitchell 

 

Statistics with Stata  L.C. Hamilton 

 

Microeconometrics using Stata C.Cameron, P.Trivedi 

 

An introduction to modern econometrics using Stata  C. 

Baum 

 

 

http://www.stata.com/links/resources1.html 

 

http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/ 

 

http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~griene/StataLatex.html 

 

http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/john.cochrane/research/Pape

rs/phd_paper_writing.pdf 

 

http://www.econphd.net/ 

 

 

 

 

http://www.stata.com/links/resources1.html
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/
http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~griene/StataLatex.html
http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/john.cochrane/research/Papers/phd_paper_writing.pdf
http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/john.cochrane/research/Papers/phd_paper_writing.pdf
http://www.econphd.net/
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Appendix: Marginal effects and all that 

 

Models of binary outcomes can be written as Pr(y=1)=F(bX+e)  where the dependent variable takes on the 

value of 0 or 1 and y=1 is commonly denoted a “success”. Common choices for the F function are the logistic or 

the normal distribution function giving rise to the logit and probit estimators respectively. The estimates of the 

parameters, the b vector, are not easily interpreted. However it is helpful to consider the marginal effects: the 

estimated effect of a unit change in one of the X variables, say X1 ,  on the probability of a “success” 

1

1

)(
)1Pr(

bbXf
X

y
    where f(bx) is the corresponding probability density function. Where X1 is a dummy 

variable an equivalent expression is easily derived. Clearly the expression above will be different for each 

observation (unlike linear models). One solution is to evaluate it at some point such as the mean of the X‟s (the 

“marginal effect at the mean” or MEM). Alternatively one can evaluate at each observation and take the mean 

(the “average marginal effect” or AME). Respectively these are: 

1

_

)( bXbfMEM     and    1)( bbXfAME  

 

While these two approaches often give similar results there is no guarantee that they will do so. It can be argued 

that AME makes more intuitive sense as often the mean of the X variables has no obvious interpretation where 

the X‟s are dummy variables like sex, or handedness for example. This paper uses AME as implemented in the 

margeff routine for Stata due to Bartus (2005). However using MEM, as implemented in Stata‟s built-in mfx 

routine gives very similar results. 

Given advances in software and hardware marginal effects are now easy to calculate for most non-linear models 

and allow a simple intuitive interpretation of the results more so than, say, the odds-ratios produced by logit 

models for example.  

From K.Denny , Laterality 2008, 14, 246-266 


